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ABSTRACT 
This draft for final report is about my research progress in developing e-Hand-Drawn 
Calculator as final year project. The purpose of this project is to demonstrate an application 
of back-propagation network (comparison of training their algorithms and transfer function) 
in order to developing e-Hand-Drawn Calculator. Back-propagation network is a supervised 
learning method, and is an implementation of the Delta rule. It requires a teacher that knows, 
or can calculate, the desired output for any given input. It is most useful for feed-forward 
networks (networks that have no feedback, or simply, that have no connections that loop). 
The term is an abbreviation for "backwards propagation of errors". Backpropagation requires 
that the activation function used by the artificial neurons (or "nodes") is differentiable. The 
main activities in this project are Assemble the training data, Create the network object, Train 
the network and Simulate the network response to new inputs. The training data consist of 
tern sample of each number zeros until number nine and symbol plus, minus, division and 
multiplication. These all data will be train, testing and validation before enter to next stage 
which is creating network object. This section presents the architecture of the network that is 
most commonly used with the backpropagation .algorithm; the multilayer feedforward 
network. The investigation for combination of Neuron Model (tansig, logsig, purelin) and 
training algorithms (traingd, traingdm, traingda, traingdx, trainrp, traincgp, traincgb, trainscg, 
trainbfg, trainoss, trainlm, trainbr); tend to know which combination will give the greatest 
result and smallest error. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
The main concern of the study is to develop an interactive calculator by using neural 
network fundamental and implementation in MATLAB. That calculator is called The 
e-Hand-Drawn Calculator, it is a hand-writing calculator and it applies in computer. 
For initiate, this calculator just has a few function such as plus (+), minus (-), 
multiply (x) and division ( +) and e-Hand-Drawn Calculator's function will be add in 
the future to increase its professionalism. The principle of develop this kind of hand-
drawn calculator because to achieve human natural technique or natural way of 
calculation rather than click the mouse or press the keyboard 
This e-Hand-Drawn Calculator is developing by using backpropagation technique for 
feed forward Neural Network. These are input, hidden, and output Layers. During the 
training phase, the training data is fed into to the input layer. The data is propagated 
to the hidden layer and then to the output layer. This is called the forward pass of the 
back propagation algorithm. In forward pass, each node in hidden layer gets input 
from all the nodes from input layer, which are multiplied with appropriate weights 
and then summed. The output of the hidden node is the nonlinear transformation of 
the resulting sum. Similarly each node in output layer gets input from all the nodes 
from hidden layer, which are multiplied with appropriate weights and then summed. 
The output of this node is the non-linear transformation of the resulting sum. 
1 
The output values of the output layer are compared with the target output values. The 
target output values are those that we attempt to teach our network. The error 
between actual output values and target output values is calculated and propagated 
back toward hidden layer. This is called the backward pass of the back propagation 
algorithm. The error is used to update the connection strengths between nodes, i.e. 
weight matrices between input-hidden layers and hidden-output layers are updated. 
During the testing phase, no learning takes place i.e., weight matrices are not 
changed. Each test vector is fed into the input layer. The feed forward of the testing 
data is similar to the feed forward of the training data. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
• Existing calculator in computer not approach to natural way of human 
calculation 
Existing calculator in computer is use click mouse technique and presses the 
keyboard; it quiet difficult for human because in nature, human do the calculation 
with hand-writing. That approved by mathematics history, since mathematics was 
discovered by paleontologists in ancient Egyptian and Babylonian epoch; Egyptian 
and Babylonian start do the mathematics with write down the numbers and symbol 
on caves' wall and rock surface. 
Of course, writing faster rather than click number and symbol using mouse 
because or press the keyboard because user need to find where location of numbers 
and symbols; that situation will waste time and little bit irritating for user. 
• Existing calculator in computer not user-friendly 
Furthermore, existing calculator in computer cannot display the all equation 
that users have composed, from this situation; users will be confusing and they 
maybe make a second count for same mathematic equation. 
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